
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 25 May 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Afra T Optimism For facing difficult tasks and giving things a go, even when you are nervous. You are a star Afra! 

PB Sherbir S Responsibility For always trying hard with your reading lessons. Keep up the good work Sherbi! 

PM Brylee K Pride For taking her time with her work to complete it to the best of her ability. Keep up the great work, Brylee! 

PM Adrian M Optimism For arriving to school with a smile on his face everyday and having a positive attitude towards his learning. Well done, Adrian! 

PS Charlie W Respect For always treating everyone with kindness and respect. You’re a great role model, Charlie! 

PS Lincoln O Pride For always taking the time to complete his work to a high standard. Well done Lincoln! 

PU Charlotte L Pride For always working your hardest in all learning tasks. Your work is always presented beautifully. Well done Charlotte! 

PU Arvin M Responsibility For having a go at challenging tasks and never giving up. Keep up the great work Arvin and congratulations! 

1E Kian M Optimism For having a wonderful attitude towards his learning and approaching tasks with enthusiasm. Well done Kian! 

1E Alexander C Responsibility For being a helpful and courteous student around the classroom, always completing his jobs with a smile.  

1M Ethan W Pride For showing pride and confidence when singing the national anthem in the classroom. Well done, Ethan! 

1M Maisy B Pride For being the most improved with the neatness of her handwriting, using the Victorian cursive formation. Keep it up, Maisy! 

1P Nicholas V Optimism Always making fantastic contributions to class discussions and coming in every morning with a positive attitude. Well done Nicholas! 

1P Violet B Respect For always being open to making new friends and including others during playtime. Keep it up, Violet! 

1Y Lucas W Pride For working hard on improving the presentation of his work by producing neat handwriting. An amazing effort Lucas! 

1Y Lexie L Responsibility For being a focused learner and putting her best effort into completing tasks thoroughly. Well done Lexie! 

2B Oscar B Optimism  For your positive attitude whilst making nature mandala art at the Royal Botanic Gardens. Fantastic effort Oscar! 

2B Max G Responsibility  For being very responsible on our excursion to the Royal Botanic Gardens and asking lots of great questions. Well done Max! 

2C Leo W Optimism For concentrating very well to create a spectacular illustration of the Botanical Gardens! 

2C Maree P Responsibility For being our Official Classroom Organiser this week, and keeping everything in order for us. Thanks Maree! 

2D Lola M Respect For always trying your best and considering others when lining up in class and outside. Well done, Lola. 

2D Elric S Respect For always trying your best and considering others when lining up in class and outside. Well done, Elric. 

2I Sarina M Pride For always giving her best effort in writing sessions and letting her creativity shine through! Keep it up, Sarina! 

2I Asher D Optimism For settling into this term with a great mindset towards his learning and improving. Keep up the great work, Asher! 

3A Portia S Pride For always showing pride in the neat and colourful presentation of her work. Well done Portia! 

3A James K Responsibility For using his class time effectively during writing to produce a wonderful acrostic poem. Well done James! 

3B Chanumi F Optimism For always coming to school with a positive attitude. Keep it up Chanumi. 

3B Angelique V Pride For taking the time to complete organised and neat work. Keep up the good work! 
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3FC Jax X Optimism For having a growth mindset making his Rube Goldberg construction and not giving up! 

3FC Mia I Optimism For not giving up making her Rube Goldberg construction with her teammates! Well done having a growth mindset! 

3P Sofia S Optimism For continually showing our school value of Optimism in everything she does! Thank you for being such a positive influence in 3P! 

3P Radin T Optimism For beginning each day with a smile, a positive attitude to learning and always striving to do his best. Keep up the great work, Radin! 

4E Georgia H Integrity For helping others out in the yard and solving issues by showing her maturity and honesty.  

4E Siena V Respect For always using impressive manners to her peers and teachers inside and outside of the classroom.  

4G Gabriel M Respect For working really hard to show respect to all members of the school community. 

4G Emma L Optimism For always showing a positive attitude at school. 

4K Harry W Optimism Showing great teamwork and positivity when making a Rube Goldberg machine.  

4K Sophie D Optimism Showing great teamwork and positivity when making a Rube Goldberg machine.  

4TF Skylar R Optimism  For her fantastic attitude when reading and discussing texts with her teachers.  

4TF Max A  Pride  For the outstanding effort & hard work you have put into your learning. Keep up the awesome effort Max! 

5D Tori C Pride For consistently presenting all of her work to the best of her ability. Well done Tori! 

5D Leonidas C Optimism For showing persistence when solving challenging problems in Maths. Awesome effort Leonidas! 

5M Archie B Respect For working really hard to show respect to all members of the school community. 

5M Caitlin E Pride For her positive attitude towards all areas of learning and demonstrating pride towards her achievements in Maths. 

5P Zara P Responsibility For having such a focused attitude to learning and always giving 110% to everything you do. Love it Zara! 

5P Farrah B Responsibility Being a super organised student that takes on extra responsibilities and is always willing to help her friends. Awesome job Farrah!   

6F Ariadne S  Optimism  For always taking a positive attitude towards everything at school, especially during netball for interschool sport. 

6F Chelsea Y Pride  For constantly presenting her work to the best of her ability and always challenging herself to go further. Well Done  

6K Arisheng J Responsibility Always trying his best in all curriculum areas & also having the courage to put his hand up to contribute to classroom conversations. 

6K Ario G Pride For writing a descriptive memoir about his camp experience and sharing it with the school at assembly. Good job Ario! 

Mandarin Ryan K - 5P Optimism  For continuously approaching all tasks with optimism. 

Perform.Art Antonia-Marie E - 2B Pride For her positive attitude to Performing Arts, encouraging her classmates and always having a smile on her face! 

PE Anna D - 6F Responsibility For consistently working hard to achieve at such a high level when representing TPPS in Cross Country and Tennis. Well done Anna! 

STEM Kaarthekan K - 2B Pride For always making sure that 2B leaves the STEM room in immaculate condition. 

Visual Arts Ethan W - 1M Pride For making such great progress at our school and showing Pride in Visual Arts. 

 


